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Stage 2 PRE-DESIGN Community consultation: SFPR – Southwest Delta Segment
The Ministry of Transportation conducts community consultations at
different design stages, including:
Project Definition Consultation
2002-2004
Consultation ensured that communities and key stakeholders were aware of project
goals, the Ministry was aware of community concerns, and ongoing information
exchange was facilitated.

Pre-design Consultation – Stage 1
January – February 2005
Discussed community objectives related to such things as alignment options, location of
intersections or interchanges, connections between communities and other key areas.

Pre-design Consultation – Stage 2
April-May 2006
Discusses further refinements to options developed in response to community feedback
during initial Pre-design Consultation (January – February 2005), regarding alignment,
intersections, interchanges, overpasses and measures to reduce noise and visual impact.

Preliminary Design Consultation – 2007 (tentative)
Discussion of specific design improvements (rather than conceptual improvements discussed
in the pre-design stage) including refinements to the alignment, specific lane configuration,
key intersections and other access features such as connections to local roads.

Detailed Design Consultation – 2007/08
Detailed design consultation generally involves the discussion of fewer, but very specific
treatments related to such things as access, lighting, landscaping and other aesthetic
treatments and detailed mitigation measures.



Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation – SFPR SW Delta Segment includes:
• Series of Small Group Meetings
• 2 Open Houses
• On-line feedback form (www.gatewayprogram.bc.ca)
• Consultation Summary Report
We are seeking community feedback on:
Two Relocated Highway 17 options between Deltaport Way and Highway
99. This Stage 2 Consultation presents refinements to the proposed North
and South Options presented to the community in 2005. Refinements
include interchange and overpass design, landscape treatments, responses
to agricultural interests and connections for cycling. A brief description of
both options is provided below and a detailed comparison of these two
options is presented in tables on pages 18 - 19.
• Relocated Highway 17 (South Option) Create a new 13 km route
relocating Highway 17 at Deltaport Way and heading east about 1.5 km
(3 city blocks west of 72nd Street) before turning north to connect with
80th Street, where the alignment joins the common alignment of the
South Fraser Perimeter Road through North Delta.
• Relocated Highway 17 (North Option) Create a new 11 km route,
relocating Highway 17 1.8 km north of Deltaport Way heading eastward
to just west of 72nd Street, then turning north to connect with 80th
Street, where the alignment joins the common alignment of the South
Fraser Perimeter Road through North Delta.
How pre-design consultation input is used
The input from this second stage pre-design consultation will be considered
with technical and financial inputs when determining which option
to further refine in the preliminary design stage and take through to
environmental review.
The deadline for feedback is May 31, 2006.

Overview of the Gateway Program

INTRODUCTION
Overview of the Gateway Program
The South Fraser Perimeter Road project (SFPR) is a key component of the
Gateway Program, which was established as part of a broader response
by the Province of British Columbia to reduce congestion, improve people
and goods movement and improve safety and reliability. The SFPR,
approximately 40 km long, is a proposed new four-lane, 80 km/h route
along the south side of the Fraser River extending from Deltaport Way in
Southwest Delta to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge connector
road in Surrey.

Transportation infrastructure and service improvements are needed
throughout the region to address current and future transportation
needs and to support economic development associated with increasing
trade and goods movement. A number of agencies have initiatives
underway in the Lower Mainland to provide needed improvements,
including more transit, new bridge connections, better access to border
crossings and expanded cycling networks. Key commuter and goods
movement corridors also require attention. In 2003, the provincial
government established the Gateway Program to complement other
regional road and transit improvements planned or underway. The South
Fraser Perimeter Road is one of three priority corridors identified for
consideration. The other two are:
• The existing Highway 1 corridor from Vancouver to Langley
• The North Fraser Perimeter Road (NFPR) – an improved east-west
corridor along the north shore of the Fraser River including a new
Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Interchange

Forecast Growth in Gateway Truck Volumes, 1999-2031

12000
Light and Heavy Truck Volumes (24 Hour)

The Gateway Program complements planned regional road and transit
improvements.
Congestion on regional roads and highways is increasing, with growing
impacts on residents, communities, the environment and the economy.
Transportation is now the top concern for Lower Mainland residents, and
the B.C. Trucking Association estimates that goods movers are stopped or
slowed 75% of the time, costing approximately $500 million per year.
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This graph illustrates the projected growth in truck volumes associated with
the forecast growth in international trade. Approximately 50% of containerized
goods are currently transported to and from Greater Vancouver’s terminals by
truck; the other 50% move by rail.
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RISING CONGESTION REDUCES QUALITY OF LIFE, INCREASES COSTS
The population of the Lower Mainland grew by 750,000 over the past
20 years and is projected to reach more than three million by 2031.
Automobiles are increasing at a rate of 20,000 per year. This growth is
creating gridlock on Greater Vancouver’s road network, which has had no
significant improvements since the 1980s.

Change in Greater Vancouver Commuting Patterns

Greater Vancouver is a strategic North American gateway for
international trade, emerging as Canada’s hub for the Asia-Pacific region.
The Port of Vancouver has seen a 56% growth in trade with China in
the past year and the volume of BC port container traffic is expected
to quadruple by 2020. Coupled with population growth, this economic
growth means more pressure on regional transportation infrastructure,
such as highways, transit and intercity buses. Existing roads and bridges
cannot support forecast demand. In fact, a number of key routes are
already at capacity.

Changing Regional Travel Patterns
The Ministry of Transportation and the Greater Vancouver Transportation
Authority (TransLink) completed a travel survey of Greater Vancouver
residents in 2004. One of the key trends from this survey shows increased
job growth outside downtown areas. For example, in the past decade,
growth in Vancouver residents working in other municipalities exceeded
the growth of other municipal residents working in Vancouver by a factor
of 9 to 1. This type of job growth creates a greater need for travel from
Vancouver to other municipalities, and for inter-municipal travel, which is
not easily served by transit.

A

The consequences of not making the necessary road and bridge
improvements include increasing congestion, longer and longer
“rush hours”, increased costs to the economy, delayed goods movement,
and unreliable transit connections through the region. Overall, the
cost of living and quality of life will suffer without comprehensive
improvements to the transportation and transit network.
B
Change in Nature of Trips - There has been in a shift in the traditional municipal
to downtown travel pattern (A), to more complex travel patterns (B) as a result
of increasing population and dispersed locations for job creation.



Overview of the Gateway Program

THE BENEFITS OF THE GATEWAY PROGRAM
Improving Roads and Bridges for People,
Goods and Transit
The Gateway Program will provide road and bridge user benefits
primarily in the form of travel time savings (avoided delays), reduced
vehicle operating costs and improved safety. Analysis indicates that the
Gateway Program will result in travel time and operating cost savings
with a present value of $8 billion over the 35-year life of the project.
Other benefits include:
Address congestion
Gateway improvements will help relieve congestion at key bottlenecks
to keep people and goods moving.
Improve the movement of people and goods in and through the region
Bring corridors to current design and safety standards, make merging
safer and easier, and provide enhanced opportunities for transit and
HOV service.
Improve access to key economic gateways
By improving links between ports, industrial areas, railways, airports
and border crossings, Gateway road and bridge improvements will help
Greater Vancouver to retain and increase its role as a critical North
American gateway for international trade.
Improve the regional road network
By alleviating gridlock along major corridors, the proposed
improvements will contribute to better overall traffic flow.
Improve quality of life
By relieving bottlenecks on major routes, Gateway road and bridge
improvements will help keep regional traffic on regional roads instead of
on local streets, improving quality of life in surrounding communities.
Reduce vehicle emissions
Gateway improvements will reduce emissions from congestion-related
idling.

Facilitate better connections
Each of the Gateway improvement projects includes cycling
improvements. The Program is working with TransLink to find ways to
make transit service more feasible, including transit priority to on-ramps,
park & ride facilities and potential new and improved transit services.
Reduce travel times
Gateway improvements are projected to reduce travel times through
2031. Depending on their origin and destination, travelers could see time
savings of up to 30% when compared to 2003.
Safety
The Gateway Program will also provide significant safety improvements
along the major transportation corridors by addressing congestion and as
a result of reduced regional traffic on local streets.

OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE GATEWAY PROGRAM
The Port Mann/Highway 1 Project
The Port Mann/Highway 1 project includes widening of the highway,
twinning the Port Mann Bridge, upgrading interchanges and improving
access and safety on Highway 1 from the McGill interchange in
Vancouver to 216th Street in Langley, a distance of approximately
37 kilometres. This project’s pre-design concept includes congestionreduction measures such as HOV lanes, transit and commercial vehicle
priority access to highway on-ramps, improvements to the cycling
network and a proposed toll on the Port Mann Bridge. As well, the new
Port Mann Bridge will be built to accommodate future light rail transit.
North Fraser Perimeter Road (NFPR)
The NFPR is a set of improvements on existing roads to provide an
efficient, continuous route from New Westminster to Maple Ridge.
TransLink is responsible for the New Westminster section, while the
Ministry of Transportation is responsible for the segment from King
Edward Street (Coquitlam) to Maple Ridge.
The Pitt River Bridge & Mary Hill Interchange Project is a stand-alone
component of the NFPR that includes a new bridge to replace the
existing Pitt River swing bridges and an interchange to replace the
existing Lougheed Highway and Mary Hill Bypass intersection.
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Transportation Choices and Environmental Review
PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION CHOICES
Public Transit, Cycling and HOV
Transportation needs are directly related to where people live and
work. In high population areas, public transit is available and well
used. In areas of lower density, frequent transit service is less costeffective and less available, and people rely more on the automobile.
The Gateway Program is working with TransLink and Greater Vancouver
municipalities to identify areas where alternatives such as transit, HOV
services and cycling could be improved. The Gateway Program includes
accommodation of buses and potential future light rail on the Highway 1
corridor. The program also includes:
• New bus routes and reliable bus service across the Port Mann Bridge;
improved connections to rapid transit lines on both sides of the Fraser
River.
• Capacity for future light rail transit on both the new Pitt River and Port
Mann Bridges for potential longer-term expansion of the region’s rapid
transit system.
• Expansion of Highway 1 HOV lanes to Langley.
• Significant improvements to the cycling network, including across the
twinned Port Mann Bridge, along the South Fraser Perimeter Road and
across the Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Bypass / Lougheed Highway
Interchange.
Reducing Congestion
Planning for the Gateway Program also includes evaluation of congestion
reduction measures to provide incentives for people so they may consider
alternatives to single-occupancy vehicle use. Congestion-reduction
measures include:
• Extending HOV lanes
• A potential toll on the Port Mann Bridge
• Park & Ride facilities
• Transit and HOV priority access to highway on-ramps
• Cycling network expansion



Working with Communities
Recognizing the importance of consultation and ongoing communication
with interested stakeholders and the public, the Gateway Program is
undertaking a comprehensive consultation program. Consultation with
municipalities and the public, underway for more than two years, is
ongoing. In addition to the South Fraser Perimeter Road Pre-Design
Consultation in January-February 2005, consultations took place in
spring 2005 in Port Coquitlam, Pitt Meadows and Maple Ridge regarding
improvements to the Pitt River Bridge and Mary Hill Bypass. Pre-design
consultation for the Port Mann/Highway 1 project was conducted in
February through April 2006.
Environmental Review Process
The South Fraser Perimeter Road is subject to a harmonized federal/
provincial environmental review process. Following pre-design concept
refinements after Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation, the project team
will prepare an Environmental Assessment application for the project.
The application and supporting studies will be submitted to the B.C.
Environmental Assessment Office for review. Potential environmental
and socio-community impacts will be identified, along with proposed
mitigation and compensation measures. Through this review, further
opportunities for public input will be provided, wherein related issues
may be identified and addressed in accordance with Environmental
Assessment Review procedures.

Overview of the South Fraser Perimeter Road

South Fraser Perimeter Road
The South Fraser Perimeter Road Project (SFPR), approximately 40 km
long, is a proposed new four-lane, 80 km/h expressway along the south
side of the Fraser River. East to west, SFPR extends from Deltaport Way
in Southwest Delta to 176th Street and the Golden Ears Bridge connector
road in Surrey.
Currently, east-west routes south of the Fraser River are heavily congested
city streets. None provide direct, continuous connections to and between
growing port areas and other key “gateway” facilities. A patchwork
of provincial highways, local arterials and collectors provide partial,
discontinuous and inappropriate routes for goods movement. Congestion
causes regional traffic to divert to local roads, negatively affecting the
quality of life for area residents.
Making Connections, Reducing Congestion
SFPR connects Highways 1 and 15 in Surrey, two highways that serve as
the principal truck routes from Greater Vancouver and Deltaport Way,
and Highway 17 in Delta to the rest of Canada and the United States.
The SFPR has long been part of provincial, regional and municipal
transportation plans. With connections to Highways 91 and 99 as well,
and to the future Golden Ears Bridge, the SFPR will take a significant step
towards improving the region’s road network and reducing congestion.
The South Fraser Perimeter Road will provide a continuous and efficient
route to serve the growing port facilities, rail yards and industrial areas
along this key economic corridor. The SFPR would link primary economic
“gateway” facilities such as the Vancouver Port Authority’s Deltaport
expansion, the Fraser River Port Authority’s Fraser Surrey Docks, CN
Intermodal yard, Canada/U.S. border crossings, the Tsawwassen ferry
terminal to Vancouver Island, and numerous industrial areas in Delta,
Surrey and Langley. The route would also benefit tourists accessing
borders, Vancouver Island and the BC Interior.

Efficient Transportation a Key to Continued Economic Growth
Trade through Greater Vancouver is now expanding faster than at any
other time in BC’s history. A significant portion of that increase is due in
part to the success of a Ports Strategy that is taking advantage of BC’s
location as a gateway between Canada and Asia as well as between
North America and Asia. The strategy seeks to expand BC’s share of
container traffic from the current 9% to 17% by 2020. About 60% of this
expansion is expected to occur at Deltaport and Fraser Surrey Docks, two
key gateway facilities that SFPR serves directly.
The growth in associated transportation industries is projected to
produce some 35,000 new jobs and increase Canada’s GDP by $2.4
billion per year. Deltaport and associated businesses currently employ
about 10,000 people. This number is projected to increase to 14,500 by
2011. Vancouver International Airport now employs 26,500, a figure
that will grow to 40,000 by 2027. This tremendous growth in trade will
also see truck traffic on portions of the SFPR between Deltaport Way
and Highway 99 increase accordingly: from 5,500 trucks/day in 2011 to
8,600 in 2021 and 13,300 in 2031. Projected increases in truck traffic, as
a percentage of total traffic using the SFPR, range from 17% to 32% on
opening day, and from 24% to 34% by 2031.
Supporting Trade and Quality of Life – and Saving Travel Time and Fuel
Goods movement and commuting demands already exceed capacity
on the SFPR corridor. To meet the demand generated by the projected
increase in trade, the SFPR will provide goods movers an efficient
transportation link that supports trade and employment. It will also
help to reduce the volume of regional traffic and trucks on arterial and
community streets, improving quality of life for residents and commuters.
Projected time savings over existing travel in the SFPR corridor are in the
25% to 35% range. Fuel consumption savings are estimated to be up to
20% for the heavy truck fleet that carries much of the container traffic.
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Stage 2 Pre-Design Consultation
Southwest Delta Segment of the SFPR

Stage 2 Pre-Design Consultation – SFPR Southwest Delta

The southwest Delta segment of the SFPR runs from Deltaport Way on
the west to 80th Street in the east.

Through the Stage 1 Pre-Design Consultation the Ministry heard from the
community that they supported the realignment options for the highway,
but they had some specific concerns about both the relocated North and
South options.

Goals of the South Fraser Perimeter Road 		
The goals for the South Fraser Perimeter Road are:
• Improve the movement of people and goods through the region by
providing improved connections to the provincial highway network,
• Reduce east-west travel times, particularly for heavy truck movements, by
providing a continuous highway along the south side of the Fraser River,
• Improve access to major trade gateways and industrial areas and
facilitate development in designated industrial areas along the south
side of the Fraser River,
• Improve safety and reliability, and
• Restore municipal roads as community connectors by reducing truck
traffic on municipal road networks.

Stage 1 Pre-Design Consultation,
SFPR Southwest Delta Summary
Some 1,650 residents participated in the SFPR Stage 1 Pre-design
Consultation for the Southwest Delta Segment, which included 13 small
group meetings, 4 Open Houses, an online feedback form, as well as a
community-based petition.
Participants gave their views on three options: Upgraded Highway 17,
Relocated Highway 17 (South Option) and Relocated Highway 17 (North
Option). From feedback received, 78.5% of participants supported the
Relocated Highway 17 (South Option). Another 12.2% supported the
Relocated Highway 17 (North Option) and 9.3% supported the Upgrade
Highway 17 option. The Ministry has selected the two relocated options
for further consultation.



Participants selecting the South Option said that it best met the goal of
separating truck and ferry traffic earlier than the North Option. They said
that it has the least impact on Ladner with respect to traffic noise and air
pollution.
Participants selecting the North Option said that it has the minimum
impact on farmland and other property while being the least-cost option.
They said it best met the goals of the SFPR.
The Ministry considered all of this feedback and has developed
enhancements to the North and South Options that are designed to
address agricultural and residential concerns. Specifically, on the North
Option, the Ministry has moved the alignment further south of the
community of East Ladner. A 5-meter-high berm is designed to protect
East Ladner from the visual impacts of the highway, as the berm is higher
than the trucks using the route. In addition, the berm will protect the
community from the noise impacts of the highway.
Should the North Option be pursued, the Ministry will acquire the
land between East Ladner and the proposed North Option alignment,
protecting it for agricultural purposes.
On the South Option, the Ministry has consulted with the farming
community regarding steps that can be taken to provide efficient
connectivity to existing farms and continues to work with local farmers
on mitigation measures.
The following material provides information on the North and South
Options as well as possible improvements for access to the local cycling
network.

Pre-design Options in SW Delta

SFPR map showing the two proposed options in SW delta
Map of Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation: the area inside the green circle is the focus of this consultation.
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64th Street

The following items describe features of the South Option
for Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation.

68TH ST

62ND ST

HAWTHORNE PL

MOUNTAIN
VIEW BLVD

highway 17

A new 4.5 km segment, relocating Highway 17 at
Deltaport Way and heading east paralleling the BC Rail
tracks that come from Deltaport for about 1.5 km, then
turning north continuing to parallel the rail line (about
800 metres west of 72nd Street) to a point about one
kilometre south of Ladner Trunk Road, where the South
and North Options meet and continue as a common
alignment northward to 80th Street.

HARVEST DR

ReLOCATED Highway 17: South Option

1 Interchange between Deltaport Way and SFPR.
2 Connection for traffic between Ladner

and Tsawwassen. The addition of on- and off-ramps at
this interchange (see blue lines on map) allows traffic
to use the SFPR and to move between Ladner and
Tsawwassen.

B

4

3 The SFPR passes under 64th Street. The 64th Street
overpass will allow uninterrupted access to local
farmland and recreational areas, as well as access
for emergency vehicles.

36th Ave

34B AVE

A

 he proposed overpass of the South Option and 64th
T
Street

B

The proposed South Option looking from the west




DELTA PORT WAY

1

ilw
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The yellow circles on the map identify the perspective
from which the graphics on the following two pages were
developed:

BC

Avenue overpass will allow continued access to
farmland and local traffic flow.

57B ST

4 The SFPR passes under 36th Avenue. The 36th

A
SKINNER RD

28TH AVE

Blue lines represent local traffic
movements and ramp access to
South Fraser Perimeter Road.

Relocated Highway 17 South Option

A cross-section of the South Option looking north.

SFPR

SFPR

BC Rail

BC Rail

A The above graphic provides a cross-section of the 64th Street overpass of the South Fraser Perimeter Road.
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B The above graphic was developed from a photo and shows the proposed South Option looking from the west.
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Relocated Highway 17 North Option

43A AVE

5

ay
lw

BC

4
3

2 Existing 34B Avenue maintains local traffic access.

68TH ST

62ND ST
DAWN DR

3 Interchange between Highway 17 and

64th Street

1 Existing on-ramp extended to provide a dedicated
lane for traffic eastbound on Deltaport Way to
join SFPR.

HAWTHORNE PL

MOUNTAIN
VIEW BLVD

highway 17

A new 2.5 km segment, relocating Highway 17 1.8 km
north of Deltaport Way and heading due east to where
the North and South options merge into a common
alignment approximately 900 metres south of Ladner
Trunk Road and continues northward to 80th Street. The
following items describe features of the North Option for
Stage 2 Pre-design Consultation.

HARVEST DR

ReLOCATED Highway 17: North Option

i
Ra

6

South Fraser Perimeter Road.

4 Continuous connection for local traffic between
Ladner and Tsawwassen.

 5 Shift in SFPR’s alignment 100 metres further to the
south of 43A Avenue in response to community
feedback regarding proximity to residential
properties in East Ladner.

ilw
ay
Ra

• The land between the proposed North Option and
East Ladner (approximately 24 Ha) would be
permanently protected as agricultural land or green
space.

1

Deltaport Way

BC

• Quiet pavement could be used to reduce noise impacts.

2
34B AVE

57B ST

 6 An
 SFPR overpass that goes over 64th Street
will allow uninterrupted access to local farmland
and recreational opportunities, as well as access for
emergency vehicles.

36th Ave

SKINNER RD

28TH AVE

Blue lines represent local traffic
movements and ramp access to
South Fraser Perimeter Road.
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Consultation topics: Landscape treatment – north option
The proposed landscape treatment will significantly reduce the visual,
sound and light impacts that would result from the Relocated Highway 17
North Option. The landscaping features a berm between East Ladner and
SFPR. The berm runs for about 800 metres along the north edge of SFPR
between Highway 17 and 64th Street.
The distance from residential properties to the berm will range from 370
metres at the widest point to aproximately 100 metres, about the length
of a football field, at the narrowest. The proposed berm will be 23 metres
wide at the base and rise to a height of about 5 metres. People standing at
ground level in East Ladner will not be able to see the SFPR beyond the berm.
The top of the berm will be about 3 metres wide. Both the top and slope of
the berm will be thickly planted with coniferous and deciduous trees.

C

A

The map to the right identifies the perspective from which the three
graphics on the following pages were developed;

B

The proposed berm looking from the west to the east.

B The proposed berm looking from the south to the north.

C The proposed berm looking from the north to the south.


A

A cross-section showing the berm relative to the nearest house.

100 metres

43A Avenue

12

Berm with trees

SFPR

Landscape Treatment, Relocated Highway 17 North Option

Description of proposed berm:
• Widest distance from East Ladner to berm:
about 370 metres
• Narrowest distance from East Ladner to berm:
about 100 metres
• Height of berm: about 5 metres above SFPR

• Height of largest trucks: less than 5 metres
• Width of berm at base: about 23 metres
• Width of berm at top: about 3 metres
• Heavily-treed top and slope
A This graphic was developed

from a photo and shows the
proposed berm looking from
the west toward East Ladner.
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B The above graphic was developed from a photo and shows the proposed berm looking from the south toward East Ladner.

The graphic shows what will be seen of East Ladner.

14

Landscape Treatment, Relocated Highway 17 North Option

C The above graphic was developed from a photo and shows the proposed berm, looking from the front yard of a local resident, 100 metres away

from the berm. The graphic shows what will be seen of traffic on the SFPR.

15
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Proposed Cycling Pre-design Concept
The South Fraser Perimeter Road pre-design concept for both
North and South Options would maintain the connectivity of
the local municipal road network for cyclists, as well as provide
for cycling along SPFR. The pre-design concept proposes that
cyclists primarily use the shoulder of SFPR. However, to avoid
two off/on ramp crossings, off-road bike paths are proposed
along several short sections. Both proposed options would
maintain the connectivity of Delta’s local road/cycling network
on 64th Street, 34B Avenue, and 36th Avenue.

PR

SF

5

Relocated Highway 17 South Option – Proposed Cycling Route
1 Starting from the south, cyclists approach the western end
of SFPR on the shoulder of Highway 17 from Tsawwassen or the
BC Ferry Terminal and remain on SFPR shoulder.
2 At the first off-ramp, cyclists heading to Ladner would
follow the off-ramp to existing Highway 17 6 .

34 B Ave

At 64th Street 3 and 36th Avenue 4 , both local roads will
cross over SFPR, maintaining connectivity for Delta’s local road
and cycling network.
We are seeking feedback on options for cycling connections to
the SFPR at 36th Avenue and 64th Street.

36th Ave

4

6

Deltaport Way

3

7

2

64th St

of SFPR to just before the interchange of Deltaport Way and
existing Highway 17. Cyclists would leave SFPR and follow
the Deltaport Way off-ramp, passing under existing Highway
17 and connecting to an off-road trail 7 which bypasses the
interchange and then rejoins SFPR south of the interchange.

Existing Hwy 17

5 Starting from the north, cyclists would travel on the shoulder

Hwy 17

South Fraser Perimeter Road
South West Delta

16

1

Proposed Cycling Routing (South Option)
sfpr cycling route
Municipal Cycling Routes

Proposed Cycling Options

Relocated Highway 17 North Option – Proposed Cycling Route
1 Starting at Deltaport Way, cyclists would continue

north on the existing shoulder and cross the Deltaport Way
on-ramp 2 and pass under the 34B Avenue overpass 3 ,
the same way they do now.

Existing Hwy 17

4 A new interchange would allow cyclists to access Ladner

PR

SF

via existing Highway 17 or follow SFPR further east.

5

6

64th St

At 64th Street 5 , an SFPR overpass over the local road
maintains north/south connectivity for the local cycling
network.
6 Cyclists traveling westbound on SFPR would ride on the
SFPR’s shoulder. Cyclists would cross ramps at two locations:
the on ramp from existing Highway 17 4 and the off-ramp to
Deltaport Way 2 .

4

We are seeking feedback on options for cycling connections to
the SFPR at 34B Avenue and 64th Street.

3

34 B Ave

2

Delta Port Way

Hwy 17

1

South Fraser Perimeter Road
South West Delta
Proposed Cycling Routing (North Option)
sfpr cycling route
Municipal Cycling Routes
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FEATURES & REVISED OPTIONS FOR HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS TO RELOCATED HIGHWAY 17
BETWEEN Deltaport Way AND SOUTH OF LADNER TRUNK ROAD
The Gateway Program has conducted an analysis of the alignment options including properties, movement and access, social and environmental,
congestion and safety considerations and cost. The following chart compares the analysis for each of the two alignment options on relocated
Highway 17 between Deltaport Way and south of Ladner Trunk Road.

Property/Agricultural

Social and Environmental
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Relocated Highway 17 South Option

Relocated Highway 17 North Option

Business property

• No business properties required.

•N
 o business properties required.

Residential property

• No residential properties required.

•N
 o residential properties required due to
refinement in corridor location to the south.

Farm property

• Farmland within ALR affected: 31.7 Ha.

• F armland within ALR affected: 14.5 Ha.

Farm access

• 4 farms require modifications to access local roads.

•N
 o farms require modifications to access local
roads.

Total affected

• 11 agricultural properties affected.

• 5 agricultural properties affected.

Local road network
connectivity

• Right in / right out traffic movements
at 28th Avenue will be removed.

• All municipal roads remain connected.

Visual

• New infrastructure in low population areas.

•N
 ew infrastructure in low population areas, except
for the East Ladner community to the north of
SFPR. Visual impacts will be mitigated by a berm
and landscape treatment between SFPR and the
residential community.

Noise

• Some residences in East Ladner could experience
increased noise. Existing Highway 17 would have
less traffic, significantly reducing noise adjacent to
the existing corridor.

• More residences in East Ladner could experience
increased noise. Potential noise impacts will be
significantly reduced by the construction of a
berm between East Ladner and SFPR. Existing
Highway 17 would have less traffic, significantly
reducing noise adjacent to the existing corridor.

Air quality

• Ambient air quality in Ladner is improved over
existing conditions due to reduced traffic on
Highway 17.

• Ambient air quality in Ladner is improved over
existing conditions due to reduced traffic on
Highway 17.

Comparisons of North and South Options

Engineering/Traffic

Structures

Relocated Highway 17 South Option

Relocated Highway 17 North Option

• An overpass will be built to carry 36th Avenue
over SFPR and BC Rail tracks.

• Overpass constructed to carry 64th Street over
SFPR.

• An overpass will be built to carry 64th Street
over SFPR.
• SFPR travels over BC Rail tracks between
Highway 17 and 64th Street.

Cost

Traffic movement

• Deltaport traffic has direct on and off ramps
to SFPR.

• Northbound traffic heading to Ladner will need
to make a lane change in order to use the offramp connecting to Highway 17.

Segment cost
(Segment from
1 km south of
Ladner Trunk Road
to where each
option connects
to the existing
Highway 17)

• South Option estimated cost $80 million.

• North Option estimated cost $40 million.
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OPEN HOUSE SCHEDULE
Tuesday, May 2, 2006
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
South Delta Recreation Centre, 1720 56th Street, Delta
Saturday, May 13, 2006
10:00 am – 1:00 pm
Holly Elementary, 4625 - 62 Street, Delta
For further information about the proposed improvements
please visit our website at
www.gatewayprogram.bc.ca or contact:
info@gatewayprogram.bc.ca
Tel: 604-456-2420
Fax: 604-439-2585
Mailing Address:
2400-4710 Kingsway
Burnaby BC V5H 4M2
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FEEDBACK FORM
Stage 2 PRE-DESIGN Community consultation: Highway Improvement Options, Southwest Delta Segment of SFPR
Please mark an “X” in the box to indicate your preference.

Landscaping RELOCATED HIGHWAY 17 - North Option
1. The proposed landscaping for the Relocated Highway 17 North Option includes a 5-metre-high landscaped berm to reduce impacts from noise,
visual and light impacts. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the use of the berm by checking one of the boxes, where 1 indicates
strongly agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

Do you have any suggestions on how the berm might be better designed to meet the needs of residents?

2. If the Relocated Highway 17 North Option is built, it is proposed that the berm be landscaped with large trees and shrubs to create a barrier to
noise, visual and light effects. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the landscaping proposed for the berm by checking one of the
boxes, where 1 indicates strongly agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

Do you have any suggestions on how the berm might be landscaped to better meet the needs of residents?

3. RELOCATED HIGHWAY 17 - SOUTH OPTION
The Relocated Highway 17 South Option proposes ramps at Deltaport Way to provide access for local traffic. The alternative would be no connection,
requiring local traffic to use existing streets to travel between Tsawwassen and Ladner. Please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree with the
proposal to use highway ramps to create access between Ladner and Tsawwassen by checking one of the boxes, where 1 indicates strongly agree and
5 indicates strongly disagree.
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree
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4. RELOCATED HIGHWAY 17: North and South Options This discussion guide has described two options for the community to consider:
Relocated Highway 17 North Option:
• Less impact on farmland
• Residents of east Ladner screened by berm from traffic (visual and noise)
• Reduces greenhouse lighting on adjacent residences
• Lower cost

Relocated Highway 17 South Option:
• More direct route for trucks driving to and from Deltaport
• Less impact on local residents
• Greater impact on higher-value farmland
• Higher cost

With all things considered, which option do you prefer for the South Fraser Perimeter Road? (Please only check ONE of the two options for this question)
A) The Relocated Highway 17 North Option

B) The Relocated Highway 17 South Option

Why do you prefer this option?

5. Cycling For both the Relocated Highway 17 North and South Options, there are possible improvements to the cycling connections between the
SFPR and Delta’s local cycling network. For each of the options described below, please indicate how strongly you agree or disagree by checking one
of the boxes, where 1 indicates strongly agree and 5 indicates strongly disagree.
North Option: A connection with the SFPR at 34B Avenue
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

3

Neither agree nor disagree

4

Somewhat disagree

5

Strongly disagree

North Option: A connection with the SFPR at 64th Street
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

South Option: A connection with the SFPR at 29th Avenue
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

South Option: A connection with the SFPR at 64th Street
1

Strongly agree

2

Somewhat agree

Please provide your contact information (optional):

Name 								

Telephone 					

Email

